Figure
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The ACL angle is measured between the anterior surface of the ACL and a reference line parallel to the midlateral tibial plateau. The orientation of the ACL was measured in two different ways: (a) with respect to the lateral tibial plateau (the ACL angle) (Fig 1) and (h) with respect to the Blumensaat line (Fig 2) . The PCL angle was the angle measured between a line through the center of the proximal and a line through the distal portion of the PCL (Fig 3) (Fig  7) . When the cutoff angle was less than 107#{176}, the sensitivity was 52% and the specificity 94%. When the cutoff angle was less than 100#{176}, the sensitivity decreased to 37% and the specificity increased to 100%. The PCL angle in acute tears was significantly different from that in chronic tears ( Table  1) .
The mean PCL bowing ratio for patients without an ACL tear was ACL (Fig 10) . When more than 5 mm of anterior displacement of the tibia was considered abnormal, the sensitivity was 63% and the specificity 80%. When the cutoff value was more than 7 mm, the sensitivity decreased to 41% and the specificity increased to 91%. The anterior displacement of the tibia in acute tears was significantly different from that in chronic teams ( Table  1 with a normal ACL (Fig 8) . When a ratio of more than 0.39 was considered abnormal, the sensitivity was 34% and the specificity was 100% . The PCL bowing matio in acute tears was significantly different from that in chronic tears ( Table  1) . The mean posterior displacement of the lateral meniscus for patients without an ACL tear was 0.54 mm. The mean posterior displacement of the lateral meniscus for patients with an ACL tear was a significantly greater 3.05 mm (P < .001). There was overlap in the posterior displacement of the lateral meniscus between patients with an ACL tear and patients with a normal ACL (Fig 9) . When more than 3.5 mm of posterior displacement of the lateral meniscus was considered abnormal, the sensitivity was 44% and the specificity 94% . When greater than 5 mm of posterior displacement of the lateral meniscus was used as the cutoff value, the sensitivity decreased to 20% and the specificity increased to 100%. The PCL bowing ratio in acute tears was significantly different from that in chronic tears ( Table  1 
